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Introduction 

● There are various voices on AI.

● But we will focus on ethics about 
AI, according to  OECD. 
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Incidents of AI

● Incidents of AI are well observed by OECD.
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Incidents of race
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Incidents of AI

● There are other incidents that may occur : 

 - Legal liability for self-driving cars

 - Responsibilties of AI judgements in court 

 - Medical treatments/prescriptions by AI

 - Killing by military robots engaged in war

● Can AI be prepared to answer these 
questions ?  
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There are cons and pros in each of AI incidents
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A typical example of ethical question

● The trolley 
problem. 

● What is the 
ethically correct 
answer?  
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It is an old question.

● As Scene of Deluge, an 
1826 painting of Noah's 
flood by Joseph-Désiré 
Court, depicts, a man 
has to choose between 
saving his own son or 
his father.   

● Thus, is it a 19th 
century question ? No. 
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It is a Chinese question.

● A similar ethical question 
has also been there in 
China for many 
centuries :

 ‘‘Whom to save first 
when both your mother 
and your wife fall into 
water ?’’    

● A similar problem in 
Chinese Law Test, 2015
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Also in Islamic world are there similar questions.
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Morale, guidelines, or ethics 

● Therefore, the trolley problem is 
not a unique or typical question 
on  AI. 

● AI is not human. 

● Thus, AI need not obey the ethics 
that are aimed for humans.

● Or, do they ??   
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Ethics are essential and required on AI

● What kind of ethics ? 

● AI ethics or Ethics of AI or Cyber-ethics ...            
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AI ethics
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Ethics of AI
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Or  …  cyber ethics
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Differences and similarities among them

● Some experts use these terms (AI ethics, ethics of AI, or cyber 
ethics) interchangeably, with overapped definitions.  [For example, 
UNESCO use Ethics of AI in the same sense as AI ethics.] 

● However, many experts distinguish them conceptually as well as 
practically.   
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AI ethics

● Who are asked to obey the AI ethics? 

 - The IT experts who design AI, the IT companies that produce 
AI, and the governments that build the shapes and facilties of 
the AI environment. 

● What for?

 - AI should help to promote and protect human rights and 
freedoms as well as social safety. 

 - Examples ? Race discrimination, etc.       
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IBM and Government of Australia set up their own principles
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AI ethics

● Designers of AI should ensure that : 

 -The whole life cycle of AI are transparent and explainable

 -They [designers] are responsible and accountable for AI

 -They have full awareness and literacy 

 -AI is designed, developed, set into operation with multi-
stakeholder collaboration and adaptive governance    
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UNESCO also recommends designers 

● To observe the principles proposed by 
UNESCO that: 

● AI should be designed so as to

 -Respect, protect and promote human rights 
and dignity, and fundamental freedoms

 -Ensure diversity and inclusiveness

 -Adhere to fairness and non-discrimination

 -Secure right to privacy and data protection    
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AI ethics 

● In short, designers of AI should make AI such 
that it obey human ethics. 

● Thus, designers should comply with  ‘‘AI ethics’’ 
in order to make AI ethical,  i.e., to equip AI with 
‘‘ethics of AI.’’   

● Hence, ethics of AI.  
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Ethics of AI

● Who are asked to obey the ethics of AI? 

 - The users of AI.  

● What for?

 - The users of AI should not exploit, misuse, nor abuse AI 
that would hurt the social integrity and the legal frames.  

● Examples ?  Deep fakes,  phishings, gender harassment, etc. 
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Ethics of AI 

● Deep fakes 
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Ethics of AI

● Phishing 
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Ethics of AI

● Fake news
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Ethics of AI

● Xiaoice (2014), Tay (2016), Luda (2020) were noticeable examples of 
AI chatbots. 

● All were staged as young females on SNS platforms.  
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Ethics of AI

● They were designed to make 
conversations with human users, 
developing the conversational 
skills by analyzing and 
incorporating the language of 
users who chat with them. 

● However, as their responses 
became quickly offensive and 
inappropriate, Tay had to stop 
services, and Luda, too.
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Ethics of AI

● It is an example of gender 
harassment.

● Indeed, it is the users who 
misuse or abuse chatbots 
that may finally harm 
society in the end.

● Hence, ethics of AI.  
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Cyber ethics

● On the other hand, cyber ethics focus a different point of view.

● Who are asked to obey the cyber ethics? 

 - The individuals who create personal, private data (images, sounds, 
messages, comments, etc.) and share them with others in cyberspace via 
various platforms. 

● What for?

 - To prevent any kind of misuse or abuse of data  in the cyberspace that 
may harm the integrity of the real society, though they might not be 
illegal and thus might not be punished.    
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Cyber ethics

● Some lists 
of what 
not to do 
available 
on internet
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Cyber ethics

● Among the list of cyber ethics, some activites are explicitly illegal : 

 -do not access any network if not permitted

 -do not hack

 -do not spread computer viruses or spam

 -do not violate copyright laws 

 -do not use someone else’s identity and password

● These are indeed cyber crimes. 
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Cyber ethics

● Others activities are not of legal issue but rather of moral issue : 

 -do not use offensive or rude words in SNS

 -do not be a bully on internet 

 -do not lie or pretend someone else

 -do not send embarassing pictures

● These morals or norms of conduct are necessary for individuals in order 
to ensure that their activities  hould not hurt others nor harm society in 
the real world when they interact with others in cyberspace.  
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EU AI Act (2023)
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EU AI Act (2023)

● The Act classifies AI according to its risk:

-Unacceptable risk is prohibited (e.g. social scoring systems and manipulative 

AI).

-Most of the text addresses high-risk AI systems, which are regulated.

-A smaller section handles limited risk AI systems, subject to lighter 

transparency obligations: developers and deployers must ensure that end-users 

are aware that they are interacting with AI (chatbots and deepfakes).

-Minimal risk is unregulated (including the majority of AI applications currently 

available on the EU single market, such as AI enabled video games and spam 

filters – at least in 2021; this is changing with generative AI).
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EU AI Act (2023)

● The majority of obligations fall on builders (developers) of high-risk 
AI systems who intend to place on the market or put into service 
high-risk AI systems in the EU, regardless of whether they are based 
in the EU or a third country.

● And also apply to the third country providers where the high risk AI 
system’s output is used in the EU.

● Also natural or legal persons that deploy an AI system in a 
professional capacity should obey.

● End-users are not affected.
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EU AI Act (2023)

● Prohibited AI systems include :

-deploying subliminal, manipulative, or deceptive techniques,

-exploiting vulnerabilities, biometric categorisation systems, social scoring,

-assessing the risk of an individual committing criminal offenses,

-compiling facial recognition databases,

-inferring emotions in workplaces or educational institutions,

-‘real-time’ remote biometric identification (RBI) in publicly accessible 
spaces for law enforcement.
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OECD on AI (2022)
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OECD on AI (2022)
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OECD on AI (2022)
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OECD on AI (2022)

● CDEP (the Committee on Digital Economy Policy) under DSTI (the 
Directorate for Science, Technology and Innovation) of OECD ...

● Distinguishes AI ethics from ethics of AI.

● Build phase 

= Ethics for AI builders = AI ethics 

● Use phase 

 = Ethics for AI users = ethics for AI
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5 recommendations for governments

1. Facilitate public and private investment in research & development to spur 
innovation in trustworthy AI. 

2. Foster accessible AI ecosystems with digital infrastructure and technologies 
and mechanisms to share data and knowledge. 

3. Ensure a policy environment that will open the way to deployment of 
trustworthy AI systems. 

4. Empower people with the skills for AI and support workers for a fair 
transition. 

5. Co-operate across borders and sectors to progress on responsible 
stewardship of trustworthy AI.
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OECD AI peinciple countries
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Korean responses

SNU thinktank 

● September 2021

● Strategic report to 
cope with EU AI 
Act has been 
prepared in 
advance. by SNU 
(Seoul National 
University) AI 
Policy Initiative
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PIPC (Personal Information Protection Commission) 

● June 2023

● AI and Data 
Privacy 
Conference 
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MSIT (Ministry of Science and ICT)

● February 2022

● 10 guidelines for 
AI ethics
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Korea Communications Commision

● December 2023 

● The 5th International Conference  
on Ethics  of the Intelligent  
Information Society

● Co-organized with KISDI (Korea 
Information Society Development  
Institute) 
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MSS (Ministry of MSEs and Startups)

● June 2023

● Minister Young Lee 
of MSS invited 
OpenAI CEO Sam 
Altman for future 
investment 
opportunities in 
Korean startups.
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National Assembly for strengthening the legal platform

● 2023-2024 
Sessions

● A number of new 
legislations as well 
as  amendments 
have been on the 
table.
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Civil activities

● April 2023

● PSPD (People’s 
Solidarity for 
Participatory 
Democracy) demands 
legislations of AI 
regulation to protect 
citizen’s security and 
basic rights 
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Status quo in Korea

● It is evident that since 2023 various institutions, both public and 
private, at various levels and in various social structures in Korea 
aware that AI regulation is necessary, even without the EU AI Act 
and OECD recommendations. 

● However, their efforts and initiatives are separate and independent.

● From government to civil activists should harmonize and 
collaborate to figure out the best procedure and the best output for 
the society with AI, as we should have to live with AI.  
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Status quo in Korea

● If the social consensus or agreement on an emerging technology 
cannot catch up with the technology itself, the integrity of the 
society may be challenged.  

● Emerging technologies are often complex and difficult to 
understand, and they can be used in ways that were not anticipated.

● Nevertheless, the innovative contributions to economic growth and 
social progress should be promoted and proteched at the same 
time.
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Status quo in Korea 

● As a member country, Korea ought to 
comply with the recommendations of 
OECD.

● In December 2023, there was an 
inofficial discussion meeting between 
government officers and IT company 
developers.  
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Status quo in Korea (the December meeting)

● ‘‘Government’’ vs ‘‘IT industries’’

● ‘‘OECD recommendations and EU AI Act’’ vs ‘‘Legal freedom’’

● ‘‘Regulation’’ vs ‘‘Innovation’’ 

● ‘‘Responsibility’’ vs ‘‘Self discretion’’

● ‘‘Ethics of AI’’ vs ‘‘AI ethics’’

● ‘‘For users’’ vs ‘‘For builders’’  
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Status quo in Korea

● The discussions are on-going while AI advances.   

● At the moment, no conclusion is a conclusion.

● Parallel conversations without touching points ...  

● However, the compromise between regulation and innovation 
seems, and should be, not impossible. 

● From time to time we have such pessimistic predictions on AI as ‘‘AI 
killing humans’’   which should be carefully avoided.
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Thank you so much for your 

attention
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